
 

 

Introduction: 

GIT celebrated Mahatma Gandhi's 150th birthday to mark the birthday of the Indian Independence 

fight's most prominent leader on 18 October 2019. He was famous with his non-violent movement, 

with this day's aim being to commemorate the legendary figure. Gandhi saw non-violence as a 

concept, a theory, and an experience from on which a better society can be created. This memorable 

event was attended by more than 110 students and faculty members. 

 

Objective: 

The aim of celebrating Gandhi Jayanti is to spread Mahatma Gandhi's ideology, values and 

thoughts to Gandhi and believe in worldwide non-violence. In this way, each year we pay a 

heartfelt tribute to our leader. Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated by the Institute to honor and remember 

Gandhi's teachings and spread his message of peace and harmony. 

 

Schedule of the Event: 

Celebration of 150th Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi was organized in the college campus. The 

event commenced at 9.30 am with the rendition of the “Ram Dhun”. Student had talked about 

famous quotes of the great leader Gandhiji like “You must be the change you wish to see in the 

world.”, “Live as if you were to die tomorrow; learn as if you were to live forever.”, “The best way 

to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.”, “Whatever you do will be insignificant. 

But it is very important that you do it.”, First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they 

fight you, then you win., “As human begins, our greatness lies not so much in being able to remake 

the world- that is the myth of the atomic age- as in being able to remake ourselves.”, “The weak can 

never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of strong.”, “The greatness of a nation and its moral 

progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.”, “We will become who we are meant to 

become.”, “and “It is health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver.” 

 

Institute had organised a Cleanliness Drive under the title “Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan” and also 

create awareness regarding “Say No to Single Use Plastics”. 
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The entire celebration was spectacular with the mixture of joy, tradition, colors, commitment and 

history acceptance. Dr. H N Shah, Principal, delivered his speech on Swachhta Hi Seva, 2019 and 

briefly highlighted Gandhiji's life and teachings. He also urged the students to preserve the 

cleanliness of the environment for future generations, especially by doing their own small part that 

will ultimately play a vital role in maintaining the environment. 

The event was completed successfully under the consistent guidance of Dr H N Shah, Institute 

Principal, as well as the outstanding efforts of event faculty coordinators Prof Prashant Pandya and 

Prof Ruchir Parikh as well as the council of students and their team. 
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Dr H N Shah addressing to students about thought on Gandhiji 

 

 

 

 

 

 


